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Why the civil society 

is not good enough' 

AMITAI ETZIONI 

De communitaristische positie wordt - precies als het christen-democratische -

wel eens samengevat als de ideologie van het maatschappelijk middenveld, van 

de 'civilsociety'. Dat is begrijpelijk omdat Etzioni onderzoekt of er een morele orde 

mogelijk is die zoveel mogelijk gestoeld is op vrijwillige instemming en overtui

gingskracht, en niet op dwang. Hoe zou die morele orde beter kunnen worden 

vormgegeven dan door maatschappelijke organisaties en particulier initiatief? 

Toch is dat nu precies wat Etzioni in dit artikel bestrijdt. Voordat hij in het laatste 

en derde deel van dit artikel de onkritische ideologische omarming van het maat

schappelijk middenveld bekritiseert, neemt hij eerst twee andere stappen. In het 

eerste deel situeert hij de communitaristische opvatting tussen aan de ene kant 

het liberalisme en aan de andere kant het (religieuze) sociaal-conservatisme. In 

het tweede deel bespreekt Etzioni de drie pijlers van 'morele zelfregulering': de in

terne morele stem (het geweten), de externe morele stem (sociale controle) en de 

institutie. Een samenleving met sterke morele stemmen is het beste weermiddel 

tegen een onderdruld<ende staat. In het derde en laatste deel bestrijdt Etzioni ten

slotte de automatische gelijkstelling van communitarisme en de 'civil soviety'. Het 

communitarisme streeft een 'good society' en niet een 'civil society' na. De ideologen 

van de laatste maken geen normatief onderscheid tussen de ene of de andere 

maatschappelijke organisatie. Dat is echter wel noodzakelijk, omdat er ook ge

noeg particulier initiatief en maatschappelijke organisaties zijn die geen bijdrage 

leveren aan een 'goede samenleving' of daar zelfs haaks op staan. 

A very tempered debate between William A. Galston and Robert P. George brought 

into reliefthe importance of a concept neither employed, that ofthe good 

society.' Galston argued, drawing on Aristotle, that we ought to differentiate be

tween the good citizen and the good person. The pre-liberal state, he added, was 

concerned with the good person; the liberal state is one that limits itselfto the 

cultivation ofthe good citizen. George, true to his social conservative position, 

countered that he does not see a great need or compelling merit in drawing a 

sharp distinction between the good citizen and the good person. Before I suggest a 

third position, a few more words of background. 

Galston is representative of a communitarian variation of classicalliberal thin

king. Liberals limit themselves to ensuring that individuals develop those personal 

virtues that they need to be good citizens ofthe liberal state, for in stance the ab i

lity to think critically.' In contrast, social conservatives maintain that it is the role 
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ofthe state to promote not merely citizenship but also the good person, not only 

skills needed to participate in the polity, but also soda! virtues-those that make 

the society a good one. 

George Will champions this position, arguing that people are self-indulgent by 

nature: left to their own devices, they will abuse their liberties, becoming profli

gate and indolent as aresult. People need a "strong national government" that 

will be a "shaper" of citizens, and help them cope with the weaker angles oftheir 

nature.' William Kristol and David Brooks argue that anti-government themes 

provide too narrow a base for constructing a winning ideological politica 1 agenda. 

Conservatives, they conclude, need to build on the virtue of America, on the ideal 

of national greatness.' 

Religious social Religious social conservatives have long been willing to rely on the powers ofthe 

conservatives have state to foster behavior they consider virtuous. The measures they favor include 

long been willing to banning abortion, most kinds of porn, making divorce more difficult, curbing ho

rely on the powers moseXllal activities, and institutionalizing prayers in public schools. Additionally, 

ofthe state to foster both religious and seClllar social conservatives have strongly advocated longer, 

behavior they consi- more arduous prison terms for more individuals, tor more kinds of crime, favoring 

der virtuous. especially life-sentences without the possibility of parole and death sentences. 

These penalties of ten are applied to people ofwhose business and consumption 

the state disapproves (a large proportion ofthose in jail are there for non-violent, 

drug-related crimes) rat her than for failing to discharge their citizen duties or ac

tually endangering public safety. These are, on the face of it, not citizen issues but 

good-person issues. 

The term "good state" appropriately summa ri zes this position, because far from 

being viewed as an institution that if extended inevitably would diminish or cor

rupt people, the state is treated as an institution that can be entrusted with the 

task ofmaking people good. That is, while it is not at all suggested that the state is 

good in itself, it is indicated that the state can be good - provided it acts to foster 

virtue. 

Before moving on, it should be noted that among social conservatives, as among 

all such large and encompassing schools ofthought and belief, there are impor

tant differences of opinion. It is relevant for the discussion at hand to note that 

there are many social conservatives who are less state- and more society-minded, 

such as Michael Oakeshott and a group associated with the Heritage Foundation 

called the National Foundation for Civic Renewal. That there are strong and less

strong social conservatives does not, however, invalidate their defining characte

ristic. To put it differently, thinkers who would rely mainly on the society anel on 

persuasion to promote virtue by my definition are not social conservatives, but 

rather have one of the elefining attributes of communitarians. 

Both the liberal and social conservative positions have rich, well-known histories, 

and profound roots in social philosophy and political theory. While I will not ret

race their often-reviewed intellectual foundations here," I refer to one item of the 
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sociology ofknowledge: Each of these two positions can be viewed as addressing a 

particular historica I constel!ation. The liberal position speaks to both the authori

tarian and dogma tic environments in which it was first formulated by Locke, 

Smith, and Mil!, as wel! as the totalitarian experiences ofthe twentieth century. 

At its core is a profound concern with the overpowering state and established 

church, especially ifthese institutions muster not merely superior and encompas

sing force but also actual!y succeed in acquiring an ideological mantie ofvirtue. 

The liberal position, which arose as a rejection ofthe good state, tended to reject 

all social formulations ofthe good. 

Communitarians, Contemporary social conservative positions, by contrast, address the loss ofvirtue 

by contrast, advoca- that modernization and populism have engendered, and reflect a profound con-

te state restraint, cern with rising moral anarchy. While such concerns have been raised since the 

because theybelie- beginning ofindustrialization (ifnot before), they have particularly re-intensified 

ve that the society since the 1970s. It is this condition that religious fundamentalism seeks to cor-

should be the agent rect, whether the fundamentalists in question are Muslims, Orthodox ]ews, or 

responsible for pro- some members of the religious right in the United States. 

moting moral beha- The third position, the communitarian one, which focuses on the good society, 

vior. addresses the same socio-historical conditions that motivate contemporary social 

conservatives, but provides a fundamental!y different response. Much like its li

beral cousin, the communitarian position rejects state regulation ofmoral beha

vi or. Liberals, however, typical!y take this position because they favor moral plura

lism; th at is, they hold a broad conception oftolerance that indudes the "right to 

do wrong." In the words ofMichael Sandel, they "take pride in defending what 

they oppose.'" Communitarians, by contrast, advocate state restraint, because 

they believe that the society should be the agent responsible for promoting moral 

behavior. Thus, while the communitarian alternative 1 outline here may seem si

milar in certain limited respects to both social conservative and liberal positions, 

it nonetheless should be dear that its focus on the good society is conceptual!y 

distinct from both of these. 

The core, not the whole 

A good society formulates and promotes shared moral understanding rather then 

merely pluralism; hence it is far from value-neutral. This does not mean, however, 

that a good society sets an al!-encompassing or even "thick" moral agenda. I dis

cuss first the special nature ofthe formulation ofthe good bya com!1lunitarian 

society and then its limited scope. 

Much has been written about whether or not there are sociological needs and 

moraljustifications for social formulations ofthe good. The discus sion, it has 

been stressed, concerns the public realm, namely the formulations that guide the 

state, which in turn may impose them on those who do not see the goodness of 

these formulations.' I refer here to shared formulations th at arise out ofmoral 
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The basic dilemma 

10 resolve is how to 

cullivate virtue if 

one views the state 

as an essentially in

appropriate and 

coercive entity. 

dialogues among the members ofthe society, initiated by secular and religious in

tellectuals and moral authorities, community leaders, other opinion makers, and 

nourished by the media.' 

Developing and sustaining a good society does require reaching into what is con

sidered the private realm, the realm ofthe person. (Indeed, it might be said, that 

this "is" where the society is in the first place). A good society, for instance, fosters 

trust among its members not solely or even primarily to enhance their trust in 

the government or to reduce burdens on the general public (for example, the pro

blem oflitigiousness), but rather to foster what is considered a better society. 

(What is "better" can be accounted for in utilitarian term - for instance, by obser

ving that in a society with a higher level of trust among its members there will be 

less white-collar crime - as well as in deontological ones, a notion I do not pursue 

further here. lO
) Other examples: a good society may extol substantive values such 

as stewardship toward the environment, charity for those who are vulnerable, 

marriage over singlehood, having children, and showing special consideration to 

the young and elderly. These are all specific goods with re gard to which the socie

ty, through its various socialmechanisms, prefers ane basic form of conduct over 

all others. For instance, contemporary American society considers commitment to 

the well-being ofthe environment a significant good. While differences regarding 

what exactly this commitment entails are considered legitimate, this is not the 

case tor normative positions that are neglectful of, not to mention hostile to, the 

needs ofthe environment. 

To suggest th at conduct in the private realm needs to be guided by shared values, 

however, does not mean th at all or even most private matters need to be subject to 

societal scrutiny or contro!. Indeed, one major way the communitarian position 

differs from its totalitarian, authoritarian, theocratic, and social conservative 

counterparts (referred to from here on as holistic governments) is that while the 

good society reaches the person, it seeks to cultivate only a limited set of care vir

tues rat her than to be more expansive or holistic. A good society does not seek to 

ban moral pluralism onmany secondary matters. For example, American society 

favors being religious over being atheist, but is rather "neutraI" with regard to 

what religion a pers on follows. Similarly, American society expects that its mem

bers will show a measure of commitment to the American creed, but is quite ac

cepting ofpeople who cherish their divergent ethnic heritages, as long as such ap

preciation does not conflict with nationalloyalties. Unlike totalitarian regimes, 

American society does not foster one kind ofmusic over others (both Nazis and 

communists tried to suppress jazz). There are no prescribed dress codes (e.g., no 

spartan Mao shirts), correct number of children to have, places one is expected to 

live, and so forth. In short, one key defining characteristic ofthe good society is 

that it defines shared formulations ofthe good, in contrast to the liberal state, 

while the scope ofthe good is much smaller than that advanced by holistic gover

nments. 
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Cornrnunitarians 

recognize the basic 

fact that without 

continual external 

reinforcement the 

conscience tends to 

deteriorate. 

Drawing on culture 

Aside from limiting the scope ofits moral agenda, the good society differs from 

its alternatives in the principalmeans by which it nurtures virtue. The basic di

lemma th at the concept ofthe good society seeks to resolve is how to cultivate vir

tue if one views the state as an essentially inappropriate and coercive entity. 

In ad dressing this question it is important to note that reference is not merely or 

even mainly to obeying the relevant laws, but rather to those large areas ofper

sonal and social conduct that are not govenled by law, as weil as to those that 

must be largely voluntarily carried out even if covered by laws, iflaw enforcement 

is not to be overwhelmed. At issue are such questions as what obligations parents 

owe to their children, children to their elderly parents, neighbors to one another, 

members of communities to other members and to other communities." 

The means ofnurturingvirtue that good societies chiefly rely upon of ten are sub

sumed under the term "culture." Specifically, these means include (a) agencies of 

socialization (family, schools, some peer groups, pi aces ofworship, and some volun

tary associations) th at instill values into new members ofthe society, resulting in 

an intern al moral voice (or conscience) th at guides people toward goodness. (b) 

Agencies of social reinforcement that support, in the social psychosocial sense of the 

term, the values members already have acquired (especially interpersonal bonds, 

peer relations, communal bonds, public visibility and leadership). These provide 

an extern al moral voice. And (c) values fostered because they are built into societal 

institutions (for instance, into marriage). I explore first the moral voice (internal 

and external) and ask whether it is compatible with liberty, and then the question 

ofhow the role societal institutions play in the good society differs from that they 

play in the civil society. 

The moral voice and liberty 

One main instrument of the good society, the mainstay of "culture," is the moral 

voice, which urges people to behave in pro-social ways. While there is a tendency 

to stress the importance ofthe inner voice, and hence good parenting and moral 

or character education, communitarians recognize the basic fact that without 

continual external reinforcement, the conscience tends to deteriorate. The opi

nion offellow hu man beings, especially those to whom a pers on is attached th

rough familialor communal bonds, carry a considerable weight because of a pro

found human need to win and sustain the approval of others.
12 

The question has arisen whether compliance with the moral voice is compatible 

with free choice, whether one's right to be let (or left) alo ne includes a right to be 

free not only from state controls but also social pressure. This issue is highlighted 

by different interpretations assigned to an often-cited line by John Stuart Mill. In 

On Liberty, Mill writes, "The object ofthis Essay is to assert one very simple princip-
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Ie, as entitled to govern absolutely the dealings of society with the indivielual in 

the way of compulsion and con trol, whether the means used be physical force in 

the form oflegal penalties, or the moral coercion ofpublic opinion."ll Some have 

interpreted this statement to suggest on its face that the moral voice is just as 

coercive as the government. Similarly, Alexis de Tocqueville, years earlier, wrote 

that "The multitude requires no laws to coerce those who do not think like them

selves: public disapprobation is enough: a sen se oftheir loneliness and impotence 

overtakes them and drives them to despair." 14 If one takes these lines as written, 

the difference between reinforcement by the community and that by the state be

comes a distinction without a elifference. ane notes, though, that De Tocqueville 

is also known tor having highlighted the il11portance of communal associations in 

holding the state at bay. As I see it, it is essential to recognize not only that there is 

a profound difference between the moral voice ofthe community and coercion, 

but also that up to a point, the moral voice is the best antidote to an oppressive 

state. 
At the he art ofthe matter are the assumptions one makes about hUl11an nature.

IC 

If one believes th at people are gooel by nature, and external forces merely serve to 

pervert them, one correctly rejects all social input. It follows that the freer people 

are from all pressures, the better their individual anel collective condition. If one 

assumes that people possess frailties that lead to behavior that is elamaging not 

only to oneselfbut also others, the question arises ofhow to foster pro-social beha

vior (or the "social order"). Classicalliberals tend to solve this tension between li-

The moral voice is berty and order by assuming that rational individuals whose interests are mutual-

the best antidote to ly complimentary will voluntarily agree to arrangements th at provide for the 

all oppressive state. needed order. Communitarians suggest that reasonable individuals cannot be 

cOllCeived of outside a social order; that the ability to make rational choices, to be 

free, presumes that the pers on is embedded in a social fabric. Moreover, commu

nitarians posit that there is an inverse relation between the social order and state 

coercion: tyrannies arise when the social fabric frays. The moral voice speaks for 

the social fabric, thereby helping to keep it in good order. 

Aside from being an essential prerequisite of social oreler and hence liberty, the 

1110ral voice is much more compatible with free choice than state coercion. Thc in

tcrnalmoral voice is as much a part ofthe person's self as the other parts ofthe 

self that drive his or her choices, the various tastes that specify the person's pleas

ures. The external moral voice, that ofthe community, leaves the finaljudgment 

and determination ofhow to proceed to the acting pers on - an element that is no

tably absent when coercion is applied. The society persuades, cajoles, censures, 

and educates, but that final decision remains the actor's. The state mayalso per

suade, cajole, and censure, but ac tors realize a priori that when the state is not 

heeded, it will seek to force the actors to comply. 
Some have questioned whether the moral voice is never coercive. In part, this is a 

definitionalmatter. When the moral voice is backed up by legal or economic sanc-
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Highly powerful 

moral voices 

exist(ed) largely in 

other places and 

eras. 

tions, one must take care to note that it is not the moral voice per se, but rather 

these added elements that are coercive. Also, it is true in the West that in earlier 

historical periods, when people were confined to a single village and the commu

nity voice was all-powerful, a unified chorus ofmoral voices could be quite overw

helming even if it is not technically coercive, as physical force is not used or thre

atened. (It dearly can still be so in some limited parts ofthe West, and most 

assuredly in other parts ofthe world.) However, most people in contemporary free 

societies are able to choose, to a significant extent, the communities to which 

they are psychologically committed, and can of ten draw on one to limit the pers u

asive power of another. And the voices are far fram monolithic. Indeed, it is a prin

cipal communitarian thesis th at, in Western societies, moral voices of ten are, by 

and large, far from overwhelming. In fact, more of ten than not, they are too con

t1icted, hesitant, and weak to pravide tor a good society.\(' In short, highly power

ful moral voices exist(ed) largely in other places and eras. 

A comparison ofthe way the United States government fights the use of contral

Ied substances and the way American society fosters parents' responsibilities for 

their children highlights this issue. The war against drugs depends heavily upon 

coercive agents; the treatment of children, by contrast, relies primarily upon thc 

moral voice ofmembers ofthe immediate and extended family, friends, neigh

bors, and others in the community. Admittedly, the state occasionally steps in. Yet 

most parents discharge their responsibilities not because they fear jail, but rather 

because they believe that this is the right way to conduct themselves, notions that 

are reinforced by the social fabric oftheir lives. 

The difference between the ways societies and states foster values is further high

lighted by comparing transferring wealth via charity to taxes; between voluntee

ring to serve one's country and being drafted; and between attending Alcoholics 

Anonymous-meetings and being jailed for alcohol abuse. 

The basically voluntaristic nature ofthe moral voice is the profound reason the 

good society can, to a large extent, be reconciled with liberty, while a state that 

fosters good persons cannot. It is the reason the good society requires a dear mor

al voice, speaking for a set of shared core values, which a civic society and a liberal 

state do not. 

Virtues in social institutions 

The other main instrument ofthe good society are social institutions. While the 

moral voice often is correctly referred to as "informaI," because it is not encoded 

in law, and is integrated into one's personality and interactions with others,17 so

cietal institutions are formal and structured. Institutions are societal patterns 

that embody the values ofthe particular society or community." A large volume 

of interactions and transactions are greatly facilitated in th at they are predated by 

social forms upon which actors draw. Contracts are a case in point. Not only can 
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ac tors often build in whole or in part on texts of contracts prepared by others, but 

the ac tors find the very concept of a contract and what this entails in terms of 

mutual obligations and the moral notion that "contracts ought to be observed" re

ady-made in their culture. While these institutions change over time, at any one 

point in time many ofthem stand by to guide sociallife, especially in well-functio-
• .. I') 

nmg SOCletles. 
Social institutions are important for the characterization ofthe difference be

tween the good society and others, because most institutions are neither merely 

procedm'al nor value-neutral; in effect, most are the embodiment ofparticular 

values. For instanee, the family, a major societal institution, is never value-neutr

al, but always reflects a particular set ofvalues. This reality is highlighted by the 

relllCtance ofthe Catholic Church to marry divorced people, attempts by several 

organized religions to encourage people to prepare better for their marriage (e.g., 

through pre-marital counseling), and to strengthen their marriages (e.g., by means 

of counseling, retreats, and renewal ofvows). All these institutionalized ende

avors reflect the value ofmarriage - and a particular kind ofmarriage - that socie

ty seeks to uphold. 
Similarly, societies do not merely provide public schools as neutral agencies for 

the purpose ofimparting knowledge and skills. Public schools typically foster, de

spite recent tendencies to deny this fact, a long list ofvalues, including empathy 

for the poor, interracial and interethnic and other forms ofmutual respect (bey

ond merely toleranee), high re gard for science, secularism, patriotism, and ste

wardship toward the environment. That societies foster specific values, through 

their institutions, is crucial for the understanding ofthe limits of conceptions of 

the civic society. 

A civil and good society 

A comparison ofthe good society with the civil society provides a clearer deline

ation ofboth concepts. It should be noted at the outs et that these terms are by no 

means oppositional. The good society is merely a more expansive concept. Thus, 

far from being uncivil, it fosters additional virtues beyond the merely civil. To put 

it differently, the two concepts are like concentric ch'cles, with the smaller circle 

representing the domain of civil society, and the larger th at ofthe good society.20 

While there is no single, agreed-upon, definition of civil society, most usages of 

the term reflect two institutional features and the values they embody. One is a 

rich array ofvoluntary associations that countervails the state and that provides 

the citizens with the skills and practices that democratie government requires. 

Another is holding ofpassions at bay and enhancing deliberative, reasoned demo

cracy by maintaining the civility of discourse. 

In a special issue of the Brookings Review dedicated to the civil society, editor E. J. 
Dionne Jr. characterizes the civil society as (a) "a society where people treat each 
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The civil society 

does affirrn sorne 

values, but only a 

thin layer of pro

cedural and/or tau

tological ones. 

other with kindness and respect, avoiding the nastinl'ss we have co me to associate 

with 30-second political ads and a certain kind oftelevised brawl." And (b) a col

lection ofvoluntary associations th at includes Boy and Girl Scouts, Little League, 

veterans groups, book clubs, Lions and Elks, churches, and neighborhood crime 

watch groupS.21 Most discussions stress the second feature. "Bowling alone" has 

become somewhat of a symbol for this line of thinking. Robert Putnam argues 

that bowling with one's friends (which he terms alone) is less sustaining of civil 

society than bowling as members of a bowling league because such leagues are 

part and parcel ofthe voluntary associations that civil society requires." 

From the viewpoint ofthe discus sion at hand, the most important aspect of these 

characterizations of civil society is th at they draw na difference among volul1tary asso

ciations with rcgard to any substantivc valucs that are tostered by bowling leagues, 

book clubs, Little Leagues, or any other such voluntary associations. I am not sug

gesting that these associations are actually without specific nonnative disposi

tions. Little Leagues, for instance, may cherish a healthy body and sporting beha

vior (or winning at all costs); book clubs foster respect for learning and culture, 

and so on. But from the viewpoint oftheir contribution to civil society they all are 

treated by champions of civil society as basically equivalent; none is, normatively 

speaking, inherently morally superior to the other. In this particular sense, they 

are treated as normatively neutral. 

Certainly, champions of civil society do recognize some differences among volun

tary associations, but these are limited to their functions as elements ofthe civil 

society rather than their normative content. For instance, voluntary associations 

th at are more effective in developing citizen skilIs are preferred over those th at 

are less so. But the actual values to which these people apply their skilIs is not 

under review nor are other substantive values the associations embody. Thus, the 

civil society does affirm some values, but only a thin layer ofprocedural and/or 

tautological ones; it basically affirms itself. Hence, the civil society (and the asso

ciations th at constitute its backbone) cherishes reasoned (rather then value-Iaden) 

discourse, mutual tolerance, participatory ski lis, and, of course, volunteerism. Yet 

these values, upon closer examination, do not entail any particular social formu

lations ofthe good. They do not suggest what one best participates in or tor, what 

one should volunteer to support, or which normative conclusions of a public dis

course one ought to promote or find troubling. 

Particularly telling are recent calls to find a common ground and to deliberate in 

a civilmanner - two contentless elements of civility of ten evoked whenever civil 

society is discussed. Commonality is celebrated on any grounds as long as it is 

common. And the proponents of civility seem satisfied as long as one adheres to 

the rules of engagements (not to demonize the other side, not raise one's voice, 

etc.), and as long as the dialogue itselfis civiI, regardless ofwhat actually is being 

discussed.
21 

For the civil society, an association th at facilitates people joining to play bridge 
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has the same basic standing as NARAL or Operation Rescue; members ofthe Elks 

share the same status as those ofthe Promise Keepers; and bowling leagues are in

distinguishable from NAMBLA, whose members meet to exchange tips on how to 

seduce boys who are younger than eight. Indeed, beyond league bowling (and 

bridge playing), other mainstays of "social capital" that Putnam found in those 

parts ofItaly that are more soundly civil and democratic than others were bird

watching groups and choral societies." Bird-watching groups may enhance re

spect for nature and choirs may cherish culture (or certain kinds of culture over 

others), but this is not the reason Putnam praises them. As Putnam puts it, he ex

tols them becallse "[t]aking part in a choral society or a bird-watching club can te

ach self-discipline and an appreciation for the joys of sllccessful collaboration.,,23 

So could most ifnot all other voluntary associations. 

In short, from the basic standpoint ofthe civil society, one volllntary association 

is, in principle, as good as any another.
26 

They differ greatly, however, from the 

perspective ofthe good society, precisely because they embody different values. 

Thus, to the extent th at American society cherishes the notion ofinterracial inte

gration, it views the Urban League and NAACP as much more in line with its valll

es than the Nation ofIslam, and the Ripon Society more so than the Aryan groups 

- all voluntary associations." 

The concept ofthe good society differs from that ofthe civil one in that while the 

former also strongly favors volllntary associations - a rich and strong social fabric, 

and civility of dis course - it formulates and seeks to uphold some particular social 

conceptions ofthe good. The good society is, as I have already suggested, centered 

arollnd a core of substantive, particlllaristic values. For instance, different socie

ties foster different vallles, or at least give mllch more normative weight to some 

values than other societies that exhibit a commitment to the same values. Thus, 

Austria, Holland, and Switzerland place special value on social harmony, acting 

only after profound and encompassing shared understandings are achieved. Many 

continental societies value the welfare state, lower ineqllality, and social ameni

ties more than American and British societies do, and also put less emphasis llpon 

economic achievements. 

Similarly, the qllestion ofwhether or not religion is disestablished is far from a 

procedm'al matter. Many democratic societies th at establish one church (e.g., 

Anglican in the United Kingdom, Llltheran in Scandinavia) also allow much gre

ater and more open inclusion of a specific religion into their institlltionalized life 

than does American society. The routine ofpraying in UK state-run schools furt

her illllstrates this point. Promoting these religious values is deemed an integral 

part ofwhat is considered a good society. 

I digress to note that none ofthe societies mentioned are "good" in some perfec

ted sense; they are societies that aspire to promote specific social virtues, and in 

th is sense aspire to be good societies. The extent to which they are successfiil, and 

the nOrInative evaluation ofthe specific virtues one society promotes as co mp a, 
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red to others, are subjects not studied here, because this would require an extensi

ve treatment that I have provided elsewhere,28 All that I argue here is that good so

cieties promote particularistic, substantive formations ofthe good; that these are 

limited sets of core values that are promoted largely by the moral voice and not by 

state coercion. The conditions under which the particular values fostered earn 

our acclaim is not studied here. 

To summarize the difference between a good and a civil society regarding the 

core institution ofvoluntary association, one notes that while both kinds of socie

ty draw on these associations, these play different roles within these two societies. 

In civil societies, voluntary associations serve as mediating institutions between 

From the view ofa the citizen and the state, and help cultivate citizen skills (ways to gain knowledge 

good society, no about public affairs, form associations, gain a political voice, and so on); they de-

two voluntary asso- velop and exercise the democratie muscles, so to speak. In the good society, volun

ciations are equiva- tary associations alsa serve to introduce members to particularistic values, and to 

lent. reinforce individuals' normative commitments. Thus, while from the perspective 

of a civil society a voluntary association is a voluntary association, from the view 

of a good society, no two voluntary associations are equivalent. The re gard in 

which voluntary associations are held ranges from those th at are celebrated (be

cause they foster the social virtues the good society seeks to cultivate), to those 

that are neutra!, to those that - while voluntary - sustain values divergent from or 

even contradictory to those the society seeks to foster. 

Hillel Steiner argued th at only "some particularly crass cultumlliberals" would 

take the position that one voluntary association is as functional as another, from 

the viewpoint of a civil society.'9 But many of my examples are taken from Robert 

Putnam who is surely far from being crass and is highly regarded by liberals, in

cluding those who question his statistics. Moreover, while liberals - if asked

might well concede that they favor some voluntary associations over others, most 

do not raise this issue, for good reason. The civil society way of thinking is neutral 

on this issue and hence does not bring it to mind. Moreover, liberals have no syste

matic way to justify their preferenee as long as they rely on the civil society con

struct. 

Soon af ter Steiner finished questioning my argument that liberals are neutra!, he 

complains that communitarians oppose homoseXllalmarriages. I am not aware 

that any ofmy political theory colleagues (Charles Taylor, Michael Sandel, and 

Michael Walzer) or sociologiealones (e.g. Phillip Selznick or Robert Bellah) have 

taken th is position. From his viewpoint one kind ofmarriage is as good as anot

her, which of course is a neutral position. (And, I assume, he would take the same 

position about being married and not marrying.) His comment leads me to sugge

st that from a communitarian viewpoint, from a good society perspective, no two 

institutions (not merely voluntary associations) are morally equivalent. This does 

not mean that some institutions need to be condemned while others are to be 

considered virtuous. Some may be merely a second best but no two have the same 
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standing. A good society may we 11 , for instance, prefer marriages that produce 

children (especially when it is rapidly aging) over all marriages that do not. (This 

preference is reflected in the tax policies and provision for parentalleaves of 

many societies.) It may prefer stabie marriages over serial ones, especially when 

children are involved (as reflected in the laws governing divorce); marriage over 

cohabitation (as reflected in laws concerning palimony),JO and- marriages that uni

te a society over those that lead it into cultural wars. (The same point might also 

be made regarding the presence ofCrucifixes in Bavarian schools.) Steven Macedo 

makes the point that a democratie society lets some differences ride, to curb con

flict." (As I see it, domestic partnerships do not provide heterosexual people all 

the justice they seek, and - do not satisty the religious right, but they are close 

enough to a compromise both sides can live with - the kind a democratie society 

thrives on.) To reiterate, to preferenee should not be equated with condemnation. 

To put it differently, communitarians may tolerate various life styles, that is they 

may weU refuse to condemn or outlaw some, but this does not mean that they 

must treat them all as equaUy compatible with the society's values. Indeed the 

term toleranee implies that I willlive with your preference although it is not 

mine. Liberals, in contrast, often show their preferenee for a pluralism of equal 

positions by suggesting that they equally respect various nonnative and social posi

tions. 

Steiner further argues that communitarians disregard that liberals do share a de

finition of a good - they all respect liberty." This is indeed a failing, but not of 

communitarians, but a major sign ofinconsistency ofthe liberal position. While 

they oppose shared social characterizations ofthe good, the value that undergirds 

their position is exempt from this ban. 

The implications ofvarying definitions 

I now consider briefly the various definitions of civil society offered by particular 

scholars to further highlight the differentiation between the civil and the good 

societies. 
Michael Novak provides a straightforward, value-neutral definition ofthe civil so-

ciety. He writes: 

The term for aU these non-statist forms of sociallife - those rooted in human so

cial nature, under the sway ofreason - is civil society. That term includes natural as

sociations such as the family, as well as the churches, and private associations of 

many sorts; fraternal, ethnic, and patriotic societies; voluntary organizations 

such as the Boy Scouts, the Red Cross, and Save the Whales; and committees for 

the arts, the sciences, sports and education.
33 

In a book often cited in this context, Berger and Neuhaus view mediating structu

res as a key element ofthe civil society and define mediating structures as fol

lows: 
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... those institutions that stand between the private world ofindividuals and the 

large impersonal structures of modern society. They "mediated" by constituting a 

vehicle by which personal beliefs and values could be transmitted into the mega

institutions. They were thus "Janus-faced" institutions, facing both "upward" and 

"downward." Their meditations were then ofbenefit to both levels of sociallife: 

the individual was protected from the alienations and "anomie" of modern life, 

while the large institutions, including the state, gained legitimacy by being rela

ted to values that governed the actuallives of ordinary people.'4 

This defini tion is essen tially val ue-free. It does not distinguish between different 

mediating structures according to the specific normative foundations or values 

they extol. A federation oflabor unions might fulfill the mediating function as 

weil as one ofindustrialists; a group of churches as weil as a league of atheists; an 

association of stamp collectors as weil as the Sierra Club. At one point, Berger and 

Neuhaus address this issue ofvalue-neutrality with more directness and candor 

than any ofthe other sources examined. The two clearly state that a mediating 

structure is a mediating structure regardless ofits values, even ifthese might be 

nefarious, crimina!, or otherwise whol!y objectionable. Indeed, in the revised edi

ti on oftheir book, Berger and Neuhaus fully concede the limitations oftheir con

cept: 

Possibly, though, we were a bit carried away in our enthusiasm for these institu

tions, overlooking the fa ct that some ofthem definitely play nefarious roles in so

ciety. Thus, strictly speaking in terms of our definition, the Mafia, the Ku KIux 

Klan, and the social branch of an organization seeking to get the government to 

negotiate with visiting aliens in UFOs could also be described as mediating struc

tures. They do, indeed, mediate between individuals and the larger society. It just 

happens that the beliefs and values thus mediated are criminal, immoral, or just 

plain crazy. We would suggest now that there are (to put it plainly) both good and 

bad mediating structures and th at social policy wil! have to make this differentia

tion in terms ofthe values being mediated.
35 

While Berger and Neuhaus are best characterized as social conservatives, John 

Rawls is considered by most to be a liberal. Regarding the issue at hand, however, 

he seems to hold a compatible view. Indeed, Rawls even seems to go a step further, 

not only implying that the various mediating institutions are morally equivalent, 

but also suggesting that the entirety of civil society - not merely the liberal state!

is little more than a neutral zone in which various virtues compete, and in which 

none is prescribed or even preferred as a matter of societal policy. (I write "seems" 

to indicate th at 1 do not join here the very elaborate debate concerning what 

Rawls says, really meant to say, and how he changed his mind from one volume to 

the next.) The following quote seems to me to speak quite directly to the issue at 

hand, and it is th is Rawls 1 address here: 

... all discussions are from the point of view of citizens in the culture of civil socie

ty, which Habermas calls the public sphere. There, we as citizens discuss how justice 
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as fairness is to be formulated, and whether this or that aspect ofit seems accep

tabIe ... In the same way, the claims of the ideal of dis course and of its procedural 

conception of democratic institutions are considered. Keep in mind that this 

background culture contains comprehensive doctrines of all kinds that are 

taught, explained, debated against one another, and argued about - indefinitely 

without end as long as society has vitality and spirit. It is the culture of daily life 

with its many associations: its universities and churches, learned and scientific 

societies, endless political discussions ofideas and doctrines are commonplace 

everywhere.'" 
This text is compatible with the notion th at a civil society is not a good society, be

cause it does not promote one "comprehensive doctrine," but rather provides 

simply the forum in which a plurality of such doctrines can be debated "indefini

tely without end," within the numerous voluntary associations. Civil society is 

thus desirabIe because it affords and sustains endless debate, thereby precluding 

any general consensus on the good to which society at large can subscribe and at

tempt to foster in its members. In that sense, the "endiess" element is not merely 

dismissive, but actually essential. 
Michael Walzer, of ten considered a communitarian, espOllses the same basic 

viewpoint very clearly: 
I would rather say th at the civil society argument is a corrective to the four ideolo

gical accounts ofthe good life than a fifth to stand alongside them. It challenges 

their singularity but it has no singularity of its own. The phrase "social being" de

scribes men and women who are citizens, producers, consumers, members ofthe 

nation, and much else besides - and none of these by nature or because it is the 

best thing to beo The associationallife of civil society is the actual ground where 

all versions ofthe good are worked out and tested ... and proved to be partial, in

complete, ultimately unsatisfying .... Ideally, civil society is a setting of settings: all 

are included, none is preferred.
37 

Walzer clearly distinguishes the civil society from the good society. Indeed, at one 

point he makes mocking reference to a potential slogan for civil society, "join the 

associations ofyour choice,,,18 arguing th at it entails a less than morally-compel

ling and mobilizing vision. Walzer regrets that the anti-ideological nature of the 

civil society makes it unable to inspire citizens, but implies that this feature is ne

cessary to prevent the idealization ofthe state. 1 will return to the importance of 

this point, which refiects a fear, implicit in Walzer's remarks, that the social for

mation ofthe good willlead to authoritarianism, ifnot totalitarianism
39 

William Sullivan stresses that the realm of associations and organizations that 

are part ofneither the market nor the state makes up the "much-invoked" idea of 

the civil society.") He points out that these aforementioned bodies are not free

standing, but rather "interwoven" with the state and the market, a point weil ta

ken." But Sullivan too sees no apparent need to draw moral distinctions among 

the various voluntary associations that comprise civil society. Particularly telling 
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is his description ofthe various civil virtues which these associations are suppo

sed to promote in their members: "public engagement, reciprocity, mutual trust, 

toleranee within a general agreement about purposes.,,42 Once again, while these 

values certainly are important, they serve to sustain good citizens and make the 

civic societywork, rather than promote a particular moral vision that a good so
ciety seeks to foster. 

The definition of civil society, it should be reiterated, is anything but conclusive. 

And there are some commentators-most ofthem social conservatives-who pack 

into their notions of civil society elements ofwhat I have referred to as the good 

society. Gertrude Himmelfarb, for example, argues that only a renewed and re

moralized civil society can effectively curb such immoral behaviors as drug addic

tion, illegitimacy, neglect ofthe elderly, and the like:' 

But the definition of civil society seems to resist such expansions. As the prece

ding examples suggest, when commentators invoke the concept, they typically do 

so in a more restrictive manner. Indeed, the very effort by Himmelfarb and others 

to expand the scope of civil society highlights the need for an addi tional concept 

that can capture this added nonnative element. The good society can weIl serve in 
this capacity. 

We of ten can learn a great deal about social doctrines and politica I theories by 

examining the alternatives they seek to engage. (For instanee, Max Weber's volu

mes on comparative religion clearly speak to the economie determinism associa

ted with Karl Marx.) The civil society-thesis addresses the fear th at social forma

tions ofthe good will be imposed by the state on a wide front. It does so by 

Ifsocieties must up- advocating a great restrietion ofthe public realm, and by opposing collective fos-

hold some substan- tering ofvirtues (all those not directly subsenrient to the civic society or liberal 

tive values, what state). The crisis that modern societies increasingly have had to face for the last ge-

will these be bey- neration is that ofthe moral vacuum, an emptiness that religious fundamenta-

ond the narrow lism has sought to filI. This challenge is variously referred to as the loss ofmea-

band oflargely pro- ning or virtue, the crisis of culture, and the deterioration ofvalues. This spiritual 

cedural commit- void, however, cannot long be left unfilled. Ifnot addressed by values that arise 

ments that civil so- out of shared moral dialogue, it wiIl be fiIled, as we have already seen in large seg-

ciety presently ments ofthe world, by command and con trol theocracies. Democratie societies 

entails? can be expected to continue to be vigilant against the return of overpowering se

cular governments-a threat countered bya rich fabric ofcivil institutions. 

However, given the challenges posed by fundamentalism in the Moslem world, in 

Israel, and by various Christian, right-wing movements, concerns for the civil so

ciety may weIl need to be supplemented by concern about the nature ofthe good 

society. If societies must uphold some substantive values, what wiIl these be bey

ond the narrow band oflargely procedural commitments that civil society pre

sently entails? This is the question the next generation faces, a question flagged 

by the concept of a good society, a society that fosters a limited set of core values 

and relies largelyon the rnoral voice rather than upon state coereion. 
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2. The debate took place at a meeting organized by David Blankenhorn at the 

Institute for American Values. 

3. Galston differs with many liberal colleagues, for instanee Amy Gutmann, in 

terl11S of the scope of such citizen-virtues that he would have the state promo

te if such cultivation violates the values of a coml11unity. Thus, he would re

spect the Amish culture and not make their children attend public high 

schools, while Gutmann would override it in the name ofthe citizen require

ments ofthe liberal state. There is much more to this debate between liberal 

col11munitarians and liberal-liberals, but all I seek to highlight here is that 

both sides presume that the state limits its virtue-cultivating concerns to citi

zenship; the difference between the sides is limited to the scope ofpersonal 

virtues that good citizenship requires. See Willial11 Galston, Liberal Purposes 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) and Amy Gutmann, Democratie 

Education (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987). 

4. Will is seconded by Wal ter Berns ofthe American Enterprise Institute, who argues 

that one cannot fold conservatism's ideals into the notion of"freedom," and by 

Elliot Cohen, who maintains th at the last thing the Founders envisioned was a 

"feebie government." See George Wil!, "Conservative Challenge," Washington Post, 

17 August 1997, C7. WilliamJ. Bennett stresses that while there is much to lal11ent 

about big government, he is deeply troubled by conservatives' "increasing and 

reckless rhetorical attacks against government itself." He draws on Benjamin 

Franklin, who is said to have understood that "the strength ofthe nation depends 

on the general opinion ofthe goodness ofthe government," not a phrase of ten 
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